FLIGHT MANUAL
AS 350 BA
DOT TYPE APPROVAL No H83

"SECTIONS 2, 3, 4 AND 5.1 OF THIS MANUAL, AS WELL AS THE
APPLICABLE SUPPLEMENTS, CONSTITUTE THE APPROVED FLIGHT MANUAL.
FOR CANADIAN REGISTERED AIRCRAFT COMPLIANCE WITH SECTION 2
IS MANDATORY."

REGISTRATION No. 29 AVG 2000
SERIAL No.

APPROVED BY:
The DIRECTION GENERALE DE
L'AVIATION CIVILE (DGAC)

Date of approval:

"This Rotorcraft Flight Manual is the translation of an approved
French flight manual. The note "DGAC approved" on certain pages
means that these pages are an integral translation of the French
issue approved by DGAC*. This RPM is approved for
Canadian registered aircraft and consists of all un-coded and coded pages marked "DGAC approved".

IMPORTANT NOTE
The practical values of this manual depend entirely upon its being correctly updated.
The revisions are recorded on the last page of the manual.
The effectiveness of the manual at the latest revision is specified on pages 0.0.P6.

This manual supports the helicopters delivered by both Aerospatiale
and EUROCOTTER FRANCE. Revisions to this manual are made by EUROCOTTER FRANCE using the
same procedures as Aerospatiale.

THIS DOCUMENT SHALL BE CARRIED IN AIRCRAFT AT ALL TIMES.

EUROCOTTER FRANCE Etablissement de Marignane
Direction Technique Support - 19725 Marignane Cedex - France
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